. Infate is "induced" by adjacent tissues rather than by trinsic factors are involved in later steps of neurogen-"lateral" signaling between the sibling neurons. We conesis. Neuroblasts divide asymmetrically to produce a firm this using in vitro culture of MP2 precursors: when series of ganglion mother cells (GMCs), each of which MP2 develops in isolation, two dMP2 neurons develop; produces two postmitotic neurons or glia. The intrinsic when MP2 develops in cell aggregates, the normal factors Prospero and Numb are segregated into the smaller GMC at each neuroblast division (Rhyu et al., vMP2/dMP2 neurons develop.
Results
showing that Delta-Notch mediated cell interactions are required to specify vMP2 identity. cating the dMP2 fate. This shows that numb is not required to specify dMP2 fate, but that the dMP2 fate is ble to score dMP2 and vMP2 fates using AJ96 and Odd. We find that all AJ96-positive neurons maintain Odd due to lack of productive Delta-Notch signaling. The double mutant result, in combination with the asymmetexpression, characteristic of the dMP2 cell fate ( Figure  1B ). We observe approximately 10 small and 10 large ric localization of Numb to the dMP2 neuron, shows that the function of Numb is to antagonize the Delta-Notch cells expressing AJ96 and Odd per segment, suggesting that the asymmetric division of all the MP2 precursors signal specifying vMP2 fate. formed is not altered, but the smaller "vMP2" has been transformed into the dMP2 fate.
Loss of
Delta Is Detected Adjacent to, but Not within, the dMP2 and vMP2 Neurons A similar cell fate change is observed in embryos lacking zygotic Notch function. In these embryos, only
The Delta signal could be produced by the dMP2 and vMP2 neurons, consistent with a "lateral inhibition" one MP2 precursor is formed per hemisegment fully surrounded by other cells, the normal vMP2 and Asymmetric segregation of the homeodomain protein prospero during Drosophila development. Nature 377, 627-630.
Discussion

